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97 of 100 review helpful A romantic elegy to Hungarian Jewry in historical fiction By J A Magill If it is an author s 
highest goal to fully absorb her reader into the novel then Julie Orringer s The Invisible Bridge stands as a marvel 
When her characters joyed I smiled When they faced terror my mouth went dry and my breath grew short As they 
suffered I found myself pushing back tears As a reader I am rarely s Paris 1937 Andras L eacute vi a Hungarian Jewish 
architecture student arrives from Budapest with a scholarship a single suitcase and a mysterious letter he promised to 
deliver But when he falls into a complicated relationship with the letter s recipient he becomes privy to a secret that 
will alter the course of his mdash and his family rsquo s mdash history From the small Hungarian town of Kony aacute 
r to the grand opera houses of Budapest and Paris com Best Books of the Month May 2010 Even if this weren t her 
first novel Julie Orringer s Invisible Bridge would be a marvelous achievement Orringer possesses a rare talent that 
makes a 600 page story which we know must descend into 
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